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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Fellow-Members,
In my last message as your President, I want to thank
all members for their support during the two years of office.
In particular, I want to thank members of council and proxies
for their unstinted help during the first biennium. It was
a privilege and an honour to be the first President and I
trust that Presidency of the Australian Society of Soil Science
will always be a high honour in the Australian scientific
community.
In developing Soil Science in Australia, let us seek the
facts and follow where the facts lead. The facts: linked and
co-ordinated by ideas, will lead toward the truth, that
unfolding goal of scientific endeavour which draws finite
man toward the ever-receding ultimate,
This search for the -'.ruth in Soil Science has the double
appeal of knowledge for knowledge's sake and of the vitalising
certainty that this knowledge can be used for the improvement
of the lot of man. We need to attract our share of the best
brains of the community to tho challenge of Soil Science, and
by our efforts gain the support necessary to equip them for
the tasks ahead - in Science, in Agriculture, in Forestry and
in Engineering.
My best wishes go out to our New President, Mr. J.K. Taylor,
and his Council.
Ycurs sincerely,

L.J.H. Teakle
Federal President

- 2SYMPOSIUM - RED-BROWN EARTHS
Editorial Note
The Editorial Committee considers that symposia on important
topics would add to the interest and value of "Soils News" to
members. To initiate this plan, the topic "Red-Brown Earths"
has been selected and three members invited to prepare contributions. These are published below and the Committee thanks the
authors for the papers submitted.
THE MORPHOLOGY OF RED-BROWN EARTHS (RBE)
by
K.H. Northcote*
As a result of reading for this review, the writer has been
forced to the conclusion that there are soil describers on the
one hand and soil morphologists on the other. According to the
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, morphology is "the science of
form" and as used by biologists is "that branch of biology which
deals with the form of animals and plants, and the structures,
homologies and metamorphoses which govern or influence that
form". Therefore, those aspects of soil which can be appreciated
by the senses, especially of sight and touch and the integration
of these observed, qualitative features with the quantitative
data of chemistry, physics and biology make up the morphological
study of soil. In many soils papers integration of qualitative
features with quantitative data may be implied but is rarely
discussed. Perhaps this has been one of the soil scientists'
principle sins of omission. Such an approach engenders a more
critical attitude than that which regards morphology as merely
synonymous with the task of describing a soil profile. Admittedly
this is the first step, but without the disciplinary effect of
the quantitative sciences, description may become a rule of
thumb procedure, and the describer may only record what he
expects to see, and not what there is to find.
Although Prescott (1944), Thorp (1957) and others have
mentioned the occurrence of red-brown earths in Queensland and
the Northern Territory, inadequate published morphological data
regarding them prevents their consideration here, so that this
review is limited of necessity to southern Australia.
I. IN RETROSPECT
(a) The Beginning
In his classical work on the Soils of Australia, Prescott
(1931-1932) described a zone of red-brown soils and named the
C.S.I.R.O., Division of Soils, Adelaide.
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principal kind of soil therein, the red-brov/n earths (RBE). He
clearly recognized that other soils such as rendzina occur in
the RBE zone.
Prescott considered that RBE have a characteristic development of horizons, there being four master horizons which he
labelled* A. and A ? for the surface and subsurface respectively,
and B.. and B ? for the subsoils. He described them as follows A,. -

an eluvial horizon, brown and sandy but darked by some
humus, neutral to slightly acid in reaction.

Ap

-

an eluvial horizon, red and sandy (by inference not
darkened by organic matter) neutral to slightly acid
in reaction.

B.

-

an illuvial horizon of red clay, weakly podzolized
(probably a reference to the presumed process of leaching
of clay from the eluvial horizons and its accumulation in
the illuvial horizons).

Bp

-

an illuvial horizon in which calcium carbonate is commonly
found.

Thus it seems from Prescott's original descriptions that
there are six soil properties** which he considered of prime
importance. They may be re-stated as follows (see Table 1 also) 1. Pour master horizons
2. Clear cut textural difference between A and B horizons
The average clay content of the A horizons of the RBE quoted
by Prescott (loc. cit) is only about one-third (36%) of the
average clay content of the B1 horizons.
3. Overall red-brov/n colour of the profile. (The apparent
stability of the iron oxides appealed to Prescott as a most
interesting question).
4. Sufficient humus to darken the A, horizon
5. Neutral to slightly acid reaction in the A horizons - an
increase of alkalinity with depth could be inferred from the
data presented.
*

In terms of the U.S.D.A. soil survey manual (1951 )> these
would be Ai-]; A12» B 2 ancl B2ca o r Bca> (see f o r example
Thorp 1957;. But Prescott's nomenclature will be retained here.

** Prescott's criteria were possibly not as definite as they
appear here, because of his use of such qualifying words as
"usually". But such minor qualifications have been put aside,
otherwise this task becomes impossible.
/4.

- 4 -6. Common occurrence of Ca Co-,
in the B„2 horizon
9
Piper (1938) described some chemical and physical
characteristics for over thirty soil profiles collected from
the RBE zone in South Australia. Not all these soils would
be accepted by all soil workers as RBE at present, for example
profiles such as No. 12 (3753-3756) which does not show
textural contrast between A (51% clay) and B (55% clay)
horizons would be referred to Prescott's group of brown soils
of heavy texture, for example, see Mulcahy (1954). In the
absence of adequate field work and detailed soil descriptions,
the range of chemical characteristics given in this paper must
be interpreted with caution. An examination of the analytical
data for the Waite Institute profiles shows that the figures
for mechanical analysis, free ferric oxide, humus content,
reaction, and calcium carbonate content agree, as might be
expected with the soil properties featured by Prescott. One
further determination of interest is that of the exchangeable
cations which show that exchangeable sodium is low (5% or less)
throughout the V/ai te profiles.
Before leaving this early period mention must be made of
Penman's work (1936a and b) both for its sound morphological
presentation and interpretation and for its realistic approach
to soil zones. Penman (1936b) wrote, "Although they (i.e. the
soils) occur in the regional zone of the RBE and certain
morphological features often associated with solonetz soils
are not fully developed in these Bamawn soils, it is considered
that their general properties place them among the solonized
group of alkaline soils". Penman (1936a) regarded the Tatura
soils as solonized too, but some of these, e.g. Type A, were
regarded as RBE by Butler et al (1942). Later, Penman (1940)
described a "somewhat salinized RBE" from Werribee, Victoria,
and here the point is his realistic qualification of the term
RBE.
(b) And then

?

Results of many soil surveys a.nd related soils
studies within the RBE zone have been published since 1940.
One strong impression gained from them is that many early
workers tended to confuse the geographic concept of soil
zones with the identity of the Great Soil Group stated to be
dominant for that zone. Indeed, this may still be the case,
at least in some quarters. Thus the mere statement that "the
soils of the district fall within the major zonal group of
red brown earths (Prescott 1931)" is insufficient comment and
insufficient excuse for claiming or even implying that most cf
the soils are RBE when their profile descriptions do not
conform to those given by Prescott. Many soil workers see
their soils (because they describe soil profiles) yet without
seeming to perceive them; for example, the Boosey and Muckatah
soils of Butler et al (1942), and the Goulburn and Congupna /^

.. 5 soils of Skene and Preedman (1944) to name but a few cannot be
seriously considered as RBE from the descriptions given. They
all have some of the features of solodized and/or hydromorphic
soils, see later. Downs (1949) claims Congupna clay as a
hydromorphic soil. The implications of the realistic approach
of Penman (1936a and b) referred to previously seem to have
been overlooked.
The importance of several other factors emerge from a
perusal of the literature and are discussed below.
1 . Textural Difference between the A and 3 Horizons -- Obvious
uncertainty has prevailed over wTiat this means. Little
argument would be required over, say, Moira loam, Butler et al
(1942) where the average clay content cf the A horizons is less
than half that of the B^ horizon, whereas controversy could be
aroused over Muckatah ci-.y-loam, Butler et al (loc.cit) because
the clay content of the A horizon (57 percent, clay) is 77
percent, of the average clay content of the B.j horizon (74
percent.) Today, soils like Muckatah clay-loam would be
considered to have undifferentiated texture profiles by many
soil workers, which would rule them out as RBE. But the final
decision depends on the definition of "textural difference".
2. Presence of a more or less Bleached sub-surface (A^ jiori_zon.) Skene and Preedman (1944) regard "the presence of a mo"re or
less bleached sub-surface" as one of the general featui'es of
RBE and so, apparently, do most other soil workers in the
Riverine Plain area of New South Vales and Victoria, Here
again the problem of definition is encountered. Is a bleached
subsurface a soil horizon which is just paler in colour than
the surface horizon, or is it the offwhite (Munsell colour
value of 7 or more with chroma 4 or less) bleach of the true
podzol? Actually as both these phenomena occur in soils, their
adequate definition is needed before they can be used properly.
In the writer's opinion, Prescott (193'i, 1932) did not imply
a bleached Ap horizon but rather the contrary (see below).
3' Soil Colour - Goulbum loam was descrioed first by Skene
and Freedman (1944 ) and was accepted as RBE by Downes (1949)
also. He describes the B, horizon as a yellow-grey or yellowish
grey-brown heavy clay. Viewed in the light of the data
prescribed in Table 1, Goulburn loam is not acceptable as RBE
on the score of colour alone, if such soils are classified as
RBE and there are other examples, then their inclusion makes
this group of Prescott's unworkable. Whether soil colour
should, or should not, be used as a determinant character at
Great Soil Group level is another question, and moreover one
which cannot be answered by a mere inclusion of obviously offtype soils within some recognized group.
4. Structure and Consistence - Leeper (1957) regards the "claypan"
of the RBE as their worst feature frcm the agricultural
standpoint. Practically every worker in the Riverine Plain /6„

r
areas of Victoria and New South Wales has made some comment
about their "hard", "stiff", "massive" or "intractable"
subsoils, e.g. Skene and Freedman (1944), Smith (1945) and
others. This condition so impressed some workers that "friable
subsoil phases" were coined, e.g. of Moira loam, Butler et al
(1942). These findings seem to be contrary to the more common
experience of friable subsoils in South Australia, e.g. Mulcahy
(1954). However, Northcote, Russell and Wells (1954) encountered
friable, firm and extremely firm subsoils. They were able to
use structure to define subgroups within RBE. Structure and
consistence are not used as effectively as they could be, for
example some workers such as Downes (1949) seem to rely
principally on colour-texture descriptions. Reference to
structure by Prescott would have improved his description of RBE.
5. Presence of Ca Cc-? i'" the B^ horizon - Prescott (1944)
reiterated his earlier cemments about RBE but added "the
presence of free Ca Co, is not invariable, particularly if the
parent materials are deficient in lime". Apparently he felt
some doubt about the validity of the presence or absence of
Ca Co.? as a critical property for RBE. Perhaps this doubt was
due partly to his own opinion (Prescott 1931) that RBE occur in
Western Australia and partly to Teakle's (1938) definition of
an RBE zone in Western Australia, regarding which he stated
"calcium carbonate
is much less common than in the RBE of
the Eastern States". But Smith (1952) refutes Teazle's claim
that RBE occur in Western Australia, while Hosking and Burvill
(1938) referring to their Scotsdale series say, "and soils with
some properties of the RBE have resulted". Data from Mulcahy
(priv. comm.) strongly suggest that two group® of soils with
similarities to RBE occur in Western Australia", one is calcareous
and solonetzic, and the other acidic. Thorp (1957) has
described a non-calcic RBE from Western Australia, but most
workers (Table 1) agree that RBE should have Ca CO., in the B^
horizon.
6. "Solonetzic" Features - Blackburn and Baker (1953), after
presenting a clear summary of the features of the RBE found in
the southern Flinders Ranges of South Australia, point out
that "The broader interpretation (of solonetz soils) would
allow at least some of the Australian RBE, particularly those
in this area, to be regarded as solonetzic soils. It is
possible to consider the RBE as having a transitional
character, with solonetzic members in the drier, saline areas".
The soil survey literature of the Riverine Plain areas of
New South Wales and Victoria provide many instances of solonetzic
conditions, of which the bleached kr horizons, already mentioned
is one example.
Butler et al (1942) in writing of "the Moira-NaringaningalookBoosey-Muckatah catena say, "The immediate capping of the B. is
denser and darker than the rest of the B1 and sharply defined ,
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from the partly bleached A„. These features are least marked
in Muckatah clay loam. In Naringaningalook loam and Boosey
loam the boundary between A ? and B. horizons is uneven, fingers
of Ap penetrating irregularly into a degraded capping several
inches thick on the B. horizon". Surely„ this is a good
description of solonetzic phenomena. Similar evidence is found
in the works of Skene and Freedman (1944), Smith, Herriot and
Johnston (1943), Smith (1945) and others. Finally, Johnston
(1953) declared "The red-brown earths are halomorphic soils,
having developed from solonchakous parent sediments laid dov/n
by the prior streams". In terms of morphology, Johnston's
work (loc. cit.) at Deniboota brought the situation in the
Riverine Plain back full circle, to the views expressed
by Penman (1936 a and b). However. Johnston's conclusion seems
to have been prompted by genetic considerations rather than
morphologic ones.
Johnston (1950) refers to "hydromorphic mutants" of RBE.
Such features are to be expected in areas of solonization.
The evidence suggests that solonetzic varieties of RBE
are widespread in the Riverine Plain of New South Wales and
Victoria, and possibly elsewhere in New South Vales, Brewer
and Butler (1953) and Downes and Sleeman (1955) > whereas in
South Australia the classical RBE seems to be more common,
although solonetzic varieties have been recognized by Blackburn
and Baker (1953) and data presented by Stephens et ,al (1945)
suggest that some of their Canowie soils in county Victoria
are at least solonized.
7. Similarities to World Soil Groups - Piper (1938) suggested
that RBE have affinities with the mediterranean soils (terra
rossa). Stephens et al (1945), Smith (1949)- Shephens (1950)
and Thorp (1957) pointed bo similarities between RBE and the
reddish chestnut soils of the U.S.A. while Northcote (1956)
noted that some, but not all, soils in several groups in the
U.S.A., e.g. non-calcic brown, reddish chestnut, reddish
prairie, have gross similarities with RBE.
II. DISQUISITION
The soil properties which different workers including
Prescott consider as definitive for RBE are set out in Table 1.
One revealing fact is the general agreement; apart from Skene
and Freedman (1944) with Prescott's original six soil properties.
True some workers have given little attention to organic matter
and reaction but apart from these there appears to be surprising
harmony. Other points such as th'j colour change from Prescott's
brown to the brown to grey-brown of ITorthcote, Russell and
Wells (1954) for A horizons are probably of minor significance
and due in part to the earlier lack of a standard colour
reference.
Skene and Freedman (1 <~c. cit. ) give only three criteria /8.

- 8 for RBE and one of these, a more or less bleached A?, does not
appear on any other list, although Stephens (1956) states that
a "discernibly lighter A^" indicates a modification in RBE.
It seems that Skene and rreedman's opinion is based on the soils
occurring in Prescott's RBE zone, a geographic entity, rather
than on RBE as a soil group, a classification entity. This has
been discussed previously but is important because it seems to
have coloured the ideas of many soil workers in New South V/ales
and Victoria until Johnston's (1953) recent work at Deniboota.
Leeper (1957) in support of his general criteria for RBE
describes two profiles which he regards as representative of
the main occurrences in Victoria. The Werribee profile which
has a B^ "only slowly permeable" would seen to be solonetzic
and the data for exchangeable sodium (p.168) supports this
idea, indeed Penman (1940) refers to this as a salinized RBE.
The other soil given is Moira loam and the A ? is stated to be
"a bleached version of the surface soil." Definition of
"bleached" seems to be part of the problem, but even so Leeper
does not provide for a bleached A ? in his general criteria for
RBE. Prescott (1931) was fairly definite on this point as he
refers to "a sufficient humus enrichment in the surface layers
to give a definite dark tone to the upper portion of the eluvial
horizon". This has a different morphological expression to that
of "bleaching".
Properties apart from those given originally by Prescott
(1931, 1932) have received prominence from several workers, see
Table 1, and of these structure and consistence seem most
important and until recently most neglected for classification
purposes. Again, little attempt has been made to systematically
sort out conglomerations of soil series blanketed by the
appelation RBE. Northcote et al (1954-) attempted to do this
for portion of the Barossa district, South Australia, (see Table 1)
but their effort was restricted to immediate local needs. A
typical RBE* from this area is described in Table 2, while in
Table 3 soil series with fairly large variations from it are
given to provide an example of the results which could be
obtained from what may be termed an "adjectival" approach to
sub-groupings. Much importance is attached to the Ap and B^
horizons which indicate hydromorphic and halomorphic effects,
and to exchangeable sodium percentage. There is some evidence
from this work that an increase in exchangeable sodium above
about 10 percent, is accompanied by a decrease in the friability
of the B. clay.
One further point deserves mention, areas mapped as the
Ebenezer soil series contain profiles of the typical RBE
(dominant) and a solonized variant. Here, the latter was
recognized by the partially bleached vesicular A,-, capping the
dark stained B. horizon. Exchangeable sodium was 17 percent, in
*

Good descriptions of RBE are given by Thorp (1957) for
Urrbrae and Belalie loams.
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- 9the B. of this variant as compared with 2 percent, in the
typical form. Thus the mapping unit and the classification
units are not identical for Ebenezer and it is suggested that
this is the position also in regard to many of the soil series
mapped in the Riverine Plain. For example Cobram loam, Smith
(1945) has an exchangeable sodium percentage of 13 percent, in
the B. horizon for profile 8088-93 but only 4 percent, in
profile 8187-90. This is probably a factor influencing
variation in subsoil friability within a soil series, apparently
a feature of the Riverine Plain RBE,
III.

IN CONCLUSION

The evidence suggests that many soil workers recognize a
gross morphological form, which, following Prescott, receives
the RBE label. But this has ceased to be a particularly
useful category in classification because so many variations
have been included in it and often without comment. There are
those who will feel that RBE has been abused, while others will
express the opinion that it was never defined precisely enough
in the beginning.
It seems to me that two possible solutions exist. One is
tc enlarge upon and improve the "adjectival" approach using
Stephens' (1956) description of RBE, Table 1 as the starting
point since this is probably the most complete description of
classical RBE and yet one which allows for variations. Examples
of the adjectival approach are given in Table 3. The alternative
is to develop a factual approach to a morphological classification in which classical RBE and variations of this would
fall out entirely on the basis of the criteria used in the
seheme. This is probably the more desirable path to fellow
because so many of the available adjectives convey different
ideas to different soil workers. The one wrrd5 for example
"solonetzic", which may have only morphological significance
for some workers will have only genetic significance for others.
A result brought out by Table 1 which will surprise some
in view of recent discussions is the factual basis given by
most workers for their concept of RBE - and this is important
for anyone trying to develop a factual approach to a classification because it suggests that precise definition of soil
properties and/or features will be necessary to avoid confusion
in their use.
The results of this review may be summarized briefly as
follows:1. Prescott's original description establishes his prior claim.
2. Penman's recognition of soloni ;ed conditions,
3. Confusion between Great Soil G ^oups and Soil Zones,

- 10 4. Inclusion of soils with modifications due to such features
as bleached A?, yellow colours, lack of good texture contrast
between A and B, absence of Ca Co., in B„ and so forth.
t>

2

5. Claims that RBE include variants such as solonetzic forms.
6. General agreement by many workers on factual criteria for
RBE, yet need for better definition of criteria to avoid
confusion in its use.
7. Two possible solutions to the problem are (a) elaborate an "adjectival" approach,

or

(b) develop a morphological classification in which RBE
and variants are classified on the basis of clearly
defined factual criteria,.
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TABLE

S o i l P r o p e r t i e s Given by Various S o i l

1

Prescott's
Source

.Horizons

•TEXTURAL

Prescott
4; A. - ApJYes, c l e a r
-o
! cut
(1931,1932) •P
"1 "" P !
S.Aust.
Prescott
(1944)

Soil

A.
Brown
'sandy

A~
2..

^ T

B;

4-

Red
sandy

Properties
ORGANIC
j MATTER

COLOUR Al© TEXTURE

• DIFFERENCE

• A to B

Six

.Sufficient
:to darken

Red
clay

'

Similar to above

Piper
(1938)
S. Aust.

Laboratory Data generally supports Prescott's description

Skene and
Freedman
(1944)
S.Aust.

Yes, suddeni
change

Leeper
(1957)
Vic.

Sharp change Reddish1 brown
from light
surface to
heavy
subsoil

; Ap more
t or less
i bleached ;
-4-Red

Light
brown or
grey
1

Smith
(1949)
Aus t,

Yes,marked

IBrown

Blackburn
a'od Baker
(1953)
S.Aust.

Yes, an
abrupt
change

'Red-brown c o l o r a t i o n

N<?t w e l l I Red- 1 Reddish,
developed! d i s h
brown t o
I brown y e l l o w t o red brown
clay
sandy cl^y
Low organic
matter

!( :.w)
-\r

Stephens
(1956) .
Aus t.

A. Texture of "Brown to redB always
jbrown sand to
B
1 " B,
heavier
play loam but
than that of loam most common
A with which
there is a
definite
boundary

4; A1

Northcote, ;4; A^ - A5 Yes, clear Brown to greyRussell and
cut
jbrown sand to
Wells (1954) B 1 ~ B,
jloam
S. Aust.

1 Red- ;Brov/n
j brown ,
! to red!
l& dark
I red.
! Clay

Slight
accumulat i o n i n A,,

H-

i nicV b e ,

I sandy j
. in
i
!.yo\Tg ;

Tsed- I[Brown
;brown ' clay
: clay

Notes * Data restricted to those workers who have actually listed properties
- No specific comment at group level.

Workers'*

f o r Red - Brovm E a r c h s

fRt3E)

(1931 and 1932)
Ca Co,
Occurrence

REACTION

A

Other Properties

L.

B

Structure
Exchangeable :
and/or
Cations
Consistence

Any Otheri

Neutral to'Increasing •-17
Commonly
slightly
alkalinity
present in
acid
(inferred)
B2
Presence
j is not
:invariable
iWAITE p r o f i l e s '
! show lo7f Na '
(5/o o r l e s s )

=«4.

Zone of
accumulat i o n i n Br
Acid but
may be
neutral

Weakly
acid to
| neutral

Neutral to
alkaline
which
increases
with depth

Commonly
;upper s u b Isoil free;
jlovrer s u b | s o i l conit a i n s lime

Faintly
alkaline

| Calcareous
! ^

General?;'"
f r i a b l e 3.

Bo c o n t a i n :
l e s s cldV
than B.

!

jPree lime
•in B only

I
Present in
JB2 s l i g h t
jto l a r g e
, amounts

ICa Co, in
' B 3

for RBE as a group.

j Abrup-c
! structure
. change
1
between A
• and

;Ca*

' dominant

iin A, Mg#" &

IN;-.* dominant
'in subsoil

B

A i s weak
;
crumb b u t
\
l
only i n
v i r g i n state)
B1
•or.
matic with
ti'an-veiso
c r a c k i n g 1)2
is nutty,

Increasing cintone of soluble
salts with C'C^J.,
o-casioral''v
at depth.
A2 d i s c e r n i b l y
lighter in
c o l o u r t h a n A.
where i n c i p i e r . t
podzoilnation
and/or solonization are
evident.
Classification
within group
then made en
basis of (1)
depth to B2 ('
structure of B

1

Ty.ble 2
A Fairly Typical Red-Brown Earth

Dorrien Fine Sandy Loanr:
A^

of l i g h t grey-brown cemented, powdery loamy f i n e sand and

6-9 i n .

f i n e sandy loam
An

About 3 in.

pH 7 . 4 , c l a y 7%, Na ' 1%.

of a lighter grey-brown weakly platy loamy fine sand to fine
sandy loam (This is not bleached although lighter than A,,).
pH 7.5$, clay 9/o, Na* n.d.

B.

About 15 ins.

of dark red-brovm (grey-green inclusions occur in the lower
part of the horizon) friable clay of prismatic structure which
breaks down to small blocky units under moderate pressure.
pH 7.9, clay 75-•80%, Na * 3%

Bp

About 20 ins. of brown (with reddish brown and greyish green streamings)
friable clay with moderate amounts of lime.
pH 8.8- '5.0, clay 50 •--: 45%, Na ' n.d., Ca Co

19—>28%

--Description taken from Northcote et_ al (1954) and laboratory data
from Bond (1955).
This could be termed a maximal RBE in that the texture difference
between A and B is of a very high order, for example another typical
RBE, St. Kitts loam, has clay contents of 17% A 1 , 29% Ap and 63% B^
which is not such a drastic texture difference as that of the
Dorrien.

Table
Some V a r i a t i o n s w i t h i n t h e Red-Brown E a r t h Group
Soil
Seriesv

Description of A~
horizon

Description of B,.
horizon

Bilyara
series 1
sandy
loam

About 2 i n . of
m o t t l e d grey-brown
and brown sandy
c l a y loam.

8-12 in. of dark
', 12 to 18 in. IShallow RBE
reddish brown firm
'(typical KBE
prismatic clay
Ibut relatively
which under pressure;
I thin A + B.)
breaks down to
small blocky units
(1 in.).

pH 7.2, clay 1 6 %
Na * kfo

jDepth t o
Br, h o r i z o n
i . e . Ga Co
zone

[Possible
Classification

pH 7.7, clay
Na * n.d.
(Na* 2% top of B2) j
Kalimna
sandy
clay
loam

About 3 in. of
mottled grey-brown
and reddish greybrown sandy clay
loam. Platy hard
and cemented.

About 12 in. of
red-brown hard
! prismatic clay.

jl6 to 18 in. Shallow.
solonized RBE

:pH 7.8, clay
|Na* 12%

pH 7.5, clay 18%,
Na* 5%.

1-2 i n . of l i g h t
grey ( w i t h l i g h t
g r e y i s h brown
s t r e a k i n g s ) sandy
loam.

Dimchurch
sandy
loam

pH 7 . 8 , c l a y
Na " n . d . (Na
in A^

10$

AT junction A^B^
;is a 1 in. capping
j of mottled light
I reddish brown and

j

-..,.-•• — .....

!20 to 27 in. Solonetzic RBE ;
I About 15 in. of
(or Hydroi reddish brown to
j
Halomorphic RBE)I
I light reddish brown i
J clay with red,
;
j brownish grey and I
yellowish brown
i
inclusions in
pockets. Strongly
prismatic hard and
cemented.
pH 8.7, clay 7 1 %
Na' n.d.

•

i l i g h t brownish grey
clay.
pH 8.2, clay 3 6 %
Na * 25$
'•'Description taken from Northcote et_ _al. (1954) and laboratory data
from Bond (1955).

- 11 Prescott, J.A.(1931) - C.S.I.R. (Aust.) Bull. 52.
Prescott, J.A. (1932) - Soil Research Vol. 3^ 133.
Prescott, J.A. (1944) - C.S.I.R. (Aust.) Bull. 177.
Skene, J.K.M. and Freedman, J.R. (1944) - Dept. of Agric. Vic.
Soils Sectn. Techno Bull. 3=Smith, R., Herriot, R.I. and Johnston, E.J. (1943) - C.S.I.R.
(Aust.) Bull. 162.
Smith, R., (1945) - C.S.I.R. (Aust.) Bull. 189.
Smith, R., (1949) - Soil Science Vol. £".: 209.
Smith, R. (1952) - D.Sc. Thesis University of W.A., W.A,
S t e p h e n s , C . G . , H e r r i o t , R . I „ , Dowries, R . G . , L a n g f o r d - S m i t h ,
and Acock, A.M. (1945) - C . S . I . R - ( A u s t . ) B u l l . 1 8 8 .

T,

Stephens, C.G. (1950) - Journal of Soil Science, Vol. 1a. 2: 123.
Stephens, C.G. (1956) - A Manual of Australian Soils, 2nd Ed.
C.S.I.R.O. (Aust.)
Teakle, L.J.H. (1938) - Journ. Roy. Soc. V/.A. Vol. XXIV: 123.
Thorp, J. (1937) - Report on a Field Study of Soils of Australia.
Science Bull. 1, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, U.S.A.
U.S.D.A. (1951) - Soil Survey Manual. U.S.D.A. Handbook 18.

CHEMISTRY 0': RK^RO/;i J^\R.~KS
by
J.T. Hut ton
Members of the Australian Society of Soil Science are well
aware of the considerable difference of opinion that exists
among soils workers regarding the classification of soils and
before any review of the chemistry of Red-Brown Earths is
possible, it is necessary l-o define these roils, For the
purpose of this paper, the Editorial Conmittee of "Soils News"
has recommended the original definition given by Prescott (1931)
and fortunately most of the soils describee as Red-Brown Earths
by Australian workers fall into this definiien. Furthermore,
as has been pointed out by S:ii ':Y (1949) -nd Stephens (1950),
soils similar to Prescott's Red-Brown Earths occur in other
countries.
The first comprehensive publication on the chemistry of
Red-Brown Earths is that by Piper (1938) who gives detailed
physical and chemical data on 34 profiles from an area extending
.due north from Adelaide to Peterborough in South Australia. A
much wider geographical cover has been made by Radoslovich
(1952) who summarizes chemical, physical and clay mineralogical
*

C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils, Adelaide.

- 12 data on 33 profiles from all States of Australia. Other
publications, particularly those dealing with soil surveys,
contain field and laboratory data on soils that must be
considered as Red-Brown Earths as defined for this paper.
Little would be gained by summarizing this information as
Prescott' s definition is very open and he has said in words
what can be expected to be found in any summary of the ranges
in say pH, clay content, total nitrogen, etc.
The chemistry of all soils must be considered on a profile
basis for it is the relation of the properties both within a
given horizon and between adjacent horizons that is the
important aspect. Thus the most satisfactory way to review
the chemistry of Red-Brown Earths is to study fairly detailed
analytical results that are available on profiles collected
from many and varied localities. In a review such as this,
it is not possible to cover all examples and the following
tables contain data for profiles from all areas in Australia
mapped as Red-Brown Earths by Prescott (1931), from other areas
shown in his 1944 map and, in addition, data for profiles from
Algeria, Palestine and U.S.A. The field description has not
been included but in most cases it will be found in the same
publication as chat from which the analytical results have
been obtained.
The tables show clearly that soils fitting Prescott*s
definition of Red-Brown Earths have very similar chemical
properties. The increase in clay content with depth, usually
followed by a slight decrease, is a feature of most profiles.
A moderate silt content, particularly in the surface horizon,
distinguishes them from many other Australian soils. The
cation exchange capacity is relatively high for the clay
content, about 30 to 60 m.equiv./l00 g. clay (Radoslovich
1958), calcium is essentially the dominant cation and
exchangeable potassium is present in above normal amounts.
Organic matter is not high, and many profiles show lower
nitrogen in the A ? horizon than in either the A. or the B
horizon, the build-up in nitrogen in the top of the B horizon
being quite pronounced,
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CHEMISTRY OP THE RED-BROWN EARTHS

LIST OP SOIL TYPES AMD LOCATIONS OF PROFILES

Profile
No.

S o i l Type

Location

;.1

Un-named

-§• mile north of Glencoe Homestead, near Gingin. (Hosking and Greaves 1936).

W.A.2

Un-named

Mackies Crossing, York District.(Unpublished data, C.S.I.R.O. Div. of Soils, Perth)

S.A.1

Urrbrae
loam

S A. 2

Dorrien fine
s a n d y loam

Section 62, Hd. Moorooro, County Light. (Northcote, Russell and 7/ells 1554;
Bond 1955).

Tr3j

Un-named

Brighbon, County luonmouth.(Unpublished data, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils).

TPS.2

Kimbolton
c l a y loam

Parish Lav/renny, County Buckingham. (Unpublished data, C.S.I.R.O. Division of
Soils).

Vic.1

Un-named

State Research Farm, 7/erribee. (Penman 1940).

Vic. 2

Lemnos l o a m

Allot. A3, Sec.C, Parish Shepparton, County Moira. (Skene and Freedman 192+4).

N.S.ff.1

P i n l e y loam

Lot 114, Parish Yalgadoori, County Townsend.(Johnston 1950).

N.3.W.2

O v e r t o n loam

Port.56, Parish Clanricard, County Brisbane. (Brewer and Butler 1953).

N.S.-V7.3

Un-named

Trangie Experimental Station, County Narromine, N.S.T"
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils).

Qld.1

Un-named

K a l l a l a Homestead, Urandangi, Western Qld.(Unpublished d a t a C . S . I . R . O . D i v . o f

Qld.2

Un-named

20 miles N.E. C h a r t e r s Towers. (Teakle 1950).

Qia.3

Un-named

Jondaryan, Hvlile M l i t a r y Map Ref. 786003. (Unoublished d a t a C . S . I . R . O . Div. of S o i l s ) .

Algeria 1

Un-named

Coordinates x=452.750, y=319.660, z=312m. 1/50,000 map of M i l i a n a . (Boulaine 1957)

Algeria 2

Un-named

Coordinates x=409.080, y=324.860, z=172m. 1/50,000 map of Cnrnot. (Boulaine 1957)

U.S.A.1

Richfield
s i l t loam

12 m i l e s s o u t h of S y r a c u s e , County Hamilton, Kansas, U.3.A. (Unpublished d a t a ,
S o i l Survey L a b . , S o i l C o n s e r v a t i o n S e r v i c e , U . 3 . D . A . ) .

Palestine 1

Un-named

Near Rehovot, P a l e s t i n e ( R a v i k o v i t c h 1956).

IT.

silty

Section 263, Hd.Adelaide, County Adelaide. Arboretum, Waite Agric. Res. Institute
Adelaide.(Aitchison, Sprigg and Cochrane 1954).

-FI

(Unpublished d a t a ,
Soils).
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19 SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OE RED-BROWN EARTHS
by
T.J. Marshall, E.L. Greacen, and J.W. Holmes
The Red-Brown Earths were described by Prescott (1933) as
having "a brown eluvial horizon with a red clay illuvial
horizon". There are variations in the texture of the A horizon
(sandy loans, loams, silt loams, and clay loams are represented)
but the B horizon is rather generally of fairly high clay content.
The structure of the A horizon has features of some
importance to agriculture. These cannot; be dealt v/ith as
static properties since tk;y are nucli influenced by agricultural
practices. Virgin soils have usually a stable crumb structure
but, after long-continueri cropping to wheat, much of this
stability is lost. At the same time there is an increase in the
incidence of troubles associated with poor structure. Mclntyre
(1955) observed that the aggregates of Urrbrae loam at Adelaide
after a long period under cultivation are so easily dispersed
by rain that porosity is lowered in a wet winter and germination
is thus reduced* Also he showed that a thin skin and a washed-in
layer can form on this soil under the action of rain and so
reduce the permeability of the jilled layer by more than a
hundred-fold. Because of this effect <~r permeability, these
soils are susceptible ';o water erosion on sloping land and much
damage has resulted. The Red-Brown Earths occur principally in
the wheat belts of southern Australia and there the older
cropping practices made them vulnerable,
The decline in aggregate stability of Red-Brown Earths
under cultivation is a.ccompanied by a loss of organic matter
(Clarke and Marshall; 1947;. Panabokke and Quirk (1957)
considered this loss to be a main cause of the lowered
stability. They found thf-'t, when aggregates ^frora longcultivated soil were wotted, they took up 10% more water (due
to incipient failure) than virgin aggregates. They considered
that organic matter strengthened the aggregates, This helped
reduce the rate of water e.\try and honco reduced the degree of
disruption which is knov. 'c 'ncreace with rate of entry.
Rovira and Greacen (1957) have examined the relation
between organic matter, aggregation, and tillage in a Red-Brown
Earth. They found that crushing of stable virgin aggregates
(to simulate tillage) increased the rate of decomposition of
organic matter by only 50 percent., whereas the same degree of
"tillage" on aggregates from long-cultivated soil increased it
*

C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils, Adelaide.
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by 300 percent. They concluded that after the readily available
organic matter has been used up, much of that remaining is
inaccessible to micro-organisms until aggregates containing it
become disrupted during tillage Therefore, continued
cultivation results in the loss of that part of the organic
matter v/hich is most intimately associated with the soil
particles and which is probably responsible for the stability
of the aggregates,
Greacen (1957) has shown that "tillage" loads as small as
5 lb./sq. in. with shearing can cause 80-100 percent, disaggregation of 50 micron aggregates from these soils at water
contents suitable for cultivation. Her.cc, the management of
these soils is of great importance. In wheat country, the
structure of surface soils is easily damaged (as already noted)
and in irrigated land frequent tillage when the subsoil is wet
has apparently caused plough soles to develop. In the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, plough soles of low permeability are
probably an important cause of loss of land bo horticulture.
V/ider rotations in vheat country have improved the position
regarding structure in recent years, Greacen (1958) has studied
the stability of aggregates at successive depths within the top
six inches of a Red-Brown Earth soil under different conditions.
His results show that stability in w.ater declined greatly at
all depths under long-continued cultivation, but recovered
considerably in the ton two i^o^es after three years under
pasture. Subsequent improvement from longer pasture periods
was slow.
The clayey B horizon of lied-Brown Earths can vary greatly
in permeability and in other physical properties because of
differences in the structure. These differences assume most
importance and have been especially recognized in irrigation
country of New South Wales and Victoria. Some of the subsoils
are of massive structure and disperse easily in <\ater while
others are friable and ha^e aggregates of ve~y great stability
due to coatings of oriented clay and of sesquioxides (Brewer
and Blackmore, 1956). These physical differences are marked
and are apparently related
to the h: story of soil development
as outlined by Butler ("cjr:>c-) iv^ h: ^ theory of prior streams.
The massive subsoils of law ^r/'oili-'v" occur in soils developed
under conditions of poor nar'rai drainage v/hile those with
stable, friable, aggregates have developed under conditions of
better surface and subsoil drainage in which more frequent wetting
and drying of the subsoil clay could occur. Cockcroft (1957)
suggests that under these conditions of alternate wetting and
drying, iron compounds rendered soluble under the anaerobic
conditions in the centre of aggregates move to the outside
during drying where they are precipitated under aerobic conditions as ferric oxide. This is an interesting and convincing
explanation of the subsoil differences,
/21.

- 21 The permeability of subsoils has been studied by Talsma
(1956) who measured permeability in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation
area of soils which had been irrigated for a number of years and
in which a relatively high water table had developed. Although
these soils are not identified in this paper, it is almost
certain that they included many Red-Brown Earths. The _,
permeability at a depth of 3 feet was of the order of 10 cm/sec.
There was a strong correlation between permeability and
texture of the subsoil and an effect of structure was not
observed at that depth.
The way in which the water content changes seasonally in
Red-Brown Earths depends upon the local climate; but the marked
seasonal alternation of wetting and drying conditions in southern
Australia imposes a general character upon the v/ater distribution
in these soils. Some details of seasonal water change in the
Urrbrae loam at Adelaide may therefore be of interest. At the
end of winter the soil profile is wet to an average depth of
6 feet. This varies of course with the season; in one dry year
a lucerne field at the V/aite Institute property had the wetting
front penetrate only to 3 feet and conditions were difficult
during the ensuing spring and summer. In a wet year, following
a previous wet year, the wetting front was observed to pass
through 10 feet, the greatest depth of instrument placing,,
The Red-Brown Earth profile stores a relatively large
amount of water available for plant growth. The A horizon, if
in good condition with respect to stability of structure,
admits water freely and may, in time." of heavy rain, become
waterlogged, because of the lower infiltration rate into the B
horizon. Within a few days, this perched water infiltrates
into the B horizon. The maximum available water stored by a
Red-Brown Earth (such as the Urrbrae series) to a depth of 6
feet is probably about 9 inches (Aitchison and Holmes, 1953b)
although this value has little practical significance on its
own since it must be considered in relation to the rooting
habits of the plant cover-, The greater part of this 9" is
due to the first 3 feet where the soil can store about 0.2"
of available w&ter for each 1" of soil.
The large clay content of the B horizon, coupled with the
alternation of wet winters and dry summers in the Red-Brown
Earth zone, results in marked swelling and shrinking of these
soils. Field observations have shown that under a. grass cover
the surface of the soil will be as much as 1.5 inches higher
in the winter than in the summer (Aitchison and Holmes, 1953a).
This amount of movement has serious effects on structures such
as houses and roads if the soil under them changes its water
content from winter to summer at a different rate under
different parts of the structure*
Some of the properties and problems of the Red-Brown
Earths which have been discussed here are in part a consequence
/22.

- 22 of the climate or the types of agriculture associated with
this zone. They are not all peculiar to Red-Brown Earths.
Much of the work discussed on the effect of cultivation was
done on Urrbrae loam on the Waite Institute property and the
use of the robation plots for these soil physics studies has
been much appreciated by the workers concerned.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Editor,
"Soils News".
Dear Sir,
"Soils News" could do a useful service by publishing in
each issue a list of titles of currently published papers
dealing with soil science in Australia.
In the past, some reliance may have been placed on "Soils
and Fertilizers" to meet our need but this abstracting journal
has become more selective lately and cannot satisfy our
/23.
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The C.S.I„R.O. Science Index provides titles of Australian
science papers and is probably more comprehensive in coverage
than the discontinued Australian Science Abstracts -• at least
as regards soils., But it may not be readily available and may
not include all Australian papers on soils published abroad.
Do members agree with me?
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd. ) G. J B U CKBURN
CS.I.R.O., Division of
£oils, Adelaide,
The Editor,
"Soils News".
Dear Sir,
Your correspondent Mr.F.R. Gibbons (December, 1957)
raises what must surely oe the greatest problem facing
Australia today, namely, the problem of developing this
country with a much lamented shortage of scientists,
The standard answer is, of course ''incentives for
scientists",, This may be sufficient as a mears for getting
people into science tut the simple incentive system of
advancement according to scientific attainments, as operating
in Australia today is far from satisfactory. Tar: present
incentive system is in fact directly responsible for the 3;1
bias of fundamental to applied wort, suggested by Mr, Gibbons
-- and the estimate seems conservative iron, r casual study of
current scientific literature.
Mr. Gibbons' reference to the lior ;,h ("Vast of N,S."J., an
area "littered with 1 rokoi far'rs", J ;> can excellent example of
this incentive system misfiring, Per muiiy years now, soil
scientists, including myself, have wori-.ee. or- the soils of
this region, V.'e have stud'.ied the pedology of the soils and
certain aspects of their chemistry wi \h tol cable success.
The results have served us all well, but unfortunately left
the North Coast just as Tittered and broken as before,, Despite
the thousands of pounds spent advancing sell science in the
region, the locals are still completely igao]ant of the benefits
forthcoming from this same science, It would seem that to
experience the benefits of soiJ. science one must needs be a
soil scientistc
There are nanv similar examples=
,'24.

- ?<'! The reason for unproductive fundamental work of this
kind is simply that under the present system the scientist
is out for quick and easy results (i.e. basic fundamental
studies!!) and dodges the knotty problems. I have even
heard one scientist assert from his ivory tower that farmers
don't know the sort of research v/ork that should be carried
out on their soils. We all know how much easier it is to
retire into our scientific towers find study phosphate
sorption, speculate on pedology, and so on, than to get out
and find out "why crops don't grow as they should."
What then is the answer? Perhaps it is simply a matter
of transferring the responsibility oi doling out incentives
from the scientific chiefs, to the benefiting public who at
least have a vested inteiest. ±he success,or otherwise, of
such a transfer may be seen soon in the wheat industry,
where funds for research are being provided by the farmer
himself in the form of State Wheat industry Research
Committees. Such a transfer of responsibility may v/ell
provide the incentive for scientists to do the v/ork Australia
really needs.
Yours faithfully,

foJ-)

J. D. COLWELL

Agricultural Research
Institute, Wagga V'agga „

FEDERAL COUNCIL NOTES
The final meeting cf the retiring Council ''/as held on
17th June. Prom the beginning of July, federal Council will
be located in South Australia with Mr. J.K. Taylor as
Federal President. Acting for him during his absence overseas
will be the South Australian Branch President, Dr„ C.G.Stephens.
One matter discussed zA .hi*:; filial meeting was the
question of qualifications for membership of the Society;
however, no finality has yeL boon ^or :hed on whether more
stringent requirements should be plo.ced on membership, or
whether the opposite viewpoint should be adopted.. At present,
Branch Secretaries aire requested to gi'.'e some information in
support of applications ^0" membership, for the guidance of
Council. This is noi a"'way: done, with the result that
Federal Council must sometimes rely on its own knowledge»
Council expressed appreciation to the Editorial
Committee for the work put into the production of "Soils News",
/25.
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The report of the Committee appointed to consider a
future Australian Journal of Soil Science was received,
indicating that negotiations should be aimed at initiating
this in 1960.
It was agreed that it would be desirable for a Council
meeting to be held in Adelaide during the A.N.Z.A.A.S.
Meetings, and felt that efforts should also be made to arrange
a special General Meeting during that period if sufficient
members are attending the Conference.

BRANCH NOTES AND ACTIVITIES
QUEENSLAND;
The Biennial General Meeting of the Queensland Branch
and election of officers for the next two-year term will be
held early in July.
Since the last issue of "Soils News", two evening meetings
and a one-day field excursion to the Toowoomba district have
been held. The maintenance of the good attendances of
earlier meetings has been encouraging.
The February meeting of the Branch was addressed by
Mr. I.E. Fergus, Department of Agriculture and Stock, who
outlined some recent plant nutrition investigations in S.E.
Queensland, dealing specifically with Zinc deficiency in
linseed on the Darling Downs, the penetration in a red earth
soil of nutrient elements added as fertilizers, and the
establishment of pasture species on a drained saline soil.
At a meeting held in May, Mr. A.E. Martin, C.S.I.R.O. Division
of Soils, discussed some of his recent studies of soil organic
matter under the title "Chemical Properties of Organic Matter
with particular reference to Podzol Humus".
The second field trip of the Branch was held on Sunday,
March 15th, to examine a sequence of red and black soils
developed originally from basalt in the Toowoomba area.
This trip, although more ambitious than the first in distance
travelled, was extremely well attended. A gratifying feature
was the opportunity given for participation by country
members, and two members from Gat ton and two from Toowoomba
were present. In all, thirty-one members and three students
attended. The trip by bus was well organised - it is
sufficient to say that movements between sites and at each
site were kept to schedule, which is a rather novel experience
on most field excursions! At each site, information on the
mineralogical and chemical properties of the soils was
available.
/or

~ 26 The soils examined represented those developed on
different parts of an old laterite profile exposed during
denudation, and also some red and black soils on basalt.
At Picnic Point, a young red soil developed on basalt was
seen and below the basalt an exposure of some 15 feet of
red "baked" clay believed to represent an old rod soil
compressed and partially baked by the overlying basalt flow.
There was considerable discussion of this layer. At Drayton,
a similar sequence of a red soil on basalt overlying a red
compacted clay was examined. An interesting feature here
was the occurrence of pockets of nontronite in the compressed
clay underlying the more recent basalt flow,. This gave rise
to speculation as evidence of resilicification of kaolin in
the "baked" layer during the weathering of the overlying
basalt to a red soil. A similar example of enrichment of the
compacted clay was seen at Glenvale where, with a similar
sequence, a contemporary black soil had developed on the thin
layer of overlying basalt. The buried clay here was 20 feet
thick and showed large accumulations of calcium carbonate
evidently derived as a weathering product during formationof
the black soil. This was compared with Charlton clay, a yourrg/^
earth about 2 feet thick developed on basalt.
The series of soils developed on different levels of an
old dissected lateritic profile provoked much interest. The
Gabbinbar loam, an extremely weathered soil, was considered to
represent the original surface of the laterite. There was
some difference of opinion as to the significance of the high
organic content of the earthy surface soil and whether it was
out of step with the present eucalypt forest vegetation. The
high content of fine sand of this soil was surprising, although
mineralogical examination suggests that the fine sand fraction
is composed principally of small clay aggregates. On
approximately the same topographic position, the Rangevilie
clay loam was examined. This is a very thin earthy soil
overlying a massive ferruginous zone. Purther down the
slope, Nelson clay, a yellow clay soil with ferruginous and
manganiferous lateritic nodules, was seen. This is considered
a younger laterite formed since dissection of the old lateritic
profile, and due to the concentration of translocated iron and
manganese from upslope by ground water seepage, At Harristown.
a skeletal soil formed on the mottled zone of the old laterite,
completed the sequence.
The organisers of the trip are to be complimented on the
range of soils selected and the relationships which were
consequently demonstrated. Perhaps a lesser number of sites
would have been an advantage and assisted the discussion of
individual soils, since it would have removed the urgency of
moving on quickly from site to site. It can be appreciated
however that, when a return trip of 200 miles is made, the
organisers are anxious to show as much as possible of the
soils of an area. Otherwise, the trip was most successful
and all who attended no doubt gained a much better conception /27.

- 27 of soil-forming processes.
NEW SOUTH V/ALES:
Paced with the difficulty of having members scattered
widely throughout the State, the N.S.W. Branch has experimented this year with running the Society from the country
centre of V/agga Wagga rather than from the "natural" centre
of Sydney. This was done by the election of a President and
a Committee-man from members at Wagga and ofa SecretaryTreasurer from members in Sydney. The outcome of this
experiment may be of interest to other Branches.
The first almost immediate effect of the change was a
six-fold increase in membership (from 2 to 12) in the V/agga
district.
Meetings have been marked by a high percentage attendance
of members, many of whom have travelled long distances of
up to 120 miles to be present, and by large, sometimes overwhelming, numbers of visitors. From this, it may be concluded
that the Branch has been performing a much needed function
in this country centre, namely, providing a meeting ground
for isolated soils workers.
The Branch at V/agga does not, of course, serve the bulk
of members scattered throughout the State any better than it
did the previous year in Sydney. The much higher percentage
attendance of local (up to 100 miles!) members at Wagga than
at Sydney does suggest, however, a greater need for meetings
in country centres, than in large centres such as Sydney
where members are less isolated.
The main items of the V/agga meetings have been an address
by Mr. J. Beattie on "Soils of the V/agga Region", and a
full-day excursion led by Mr. Beattie to examine the soils
of the region.
Visit by the Society to the C.S.I.R.O. Irrigation Research
Station, Griffith, by courtesy of Mr.E. Levi, Officer-inCharge?- The visit was marked by free discussion of work at
the Station, an address by Dr. J. Colweil on "The Solubility
of Phosphate in Soil", and an excellent luncheon provided
by the staff of the Station,,
A half-day symposium on "The meaning of plant analysis"
led by Drs. B. Davey and W. Single, with addresses on,
respectively, "Some sampling problem defined by spectrographic
analyses" and "The distribution and translocation of manganese
within the plant."
/28.

- 28 AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY;
At recent general meetings the Branch heard addresses by
Mr. R..0. Slatyer on "Climatological Studies in Land Research",
by Dr. D.S. Mclntyre on "Soil Structure and Plant Growth", and
by Mr. H. Haantjens on "The Work of L.R.R.S. in New Guinea."
The lunch-time discussion groups continue to be well
supported. The present topic - "Organic Matter" - has been
under discussion for five sessions with one further session
planned for the future.
A field day at the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Plant Industry's
new experiment farm site at Ginninderra v/as organized by the
Branch with the co-operation of the Division of Plant Industry
and the Liaison Section, C.S.I.R.O. The theme for the day was
"The soils - their distribution and use for experimental
purposes -- and possible land utilization"; the stress being
on the latter phase since the soils and layers of the Canberra
area were covered fully during a previous field day. The
attendance, in excess of 50, was very gratifying and included
a large number of visitors mainly from local departments but
some from as far afield as Goulburn.
The farm manager, Mr. P. Hutchings, opened the day with
an outline of the proposed farm layout which in general is
based on topography - the irrigation area located on the creek
flats, the dry-land cultivation on the gentle slopes and
permanent pastures on the steeper slopes. Dr. van Dijk then
presented a map of the farm showing the distribution of soil
complexes. These latter units had to be used because of the
complex pattern of soils which largely results from the complex
lithology and the presence of soil layers of various ages within
the area.
The land utilization discussion v/as for the greater part
confined to the effect of physical properties - in particular
depth of soil and soil moisture holding capacity - on pastures.
The standard local improved pasture mixture of Subterranean
clover and Phalaris will grow quite well even on shallow soils
- say 12 inches deep - in an average season, but it was
suggested that better use should be made of the additional
water stored in the deeper soils with clay horizons by the
introduction of deeper rooting summer-growing species. Although
this was universally accepted, the only reasons put forward for
the lack of application of this principle were lack of survey
information - since soil depth is an extremely variable
characteristic in this area- and lack of information on deep
rooting summer-growing species suitable for the district.
Millet' and lucerne are being grown to a small extent in this
district and further investigations are being carried out on
the more promising summer-growing species such as soft brome
(Bromus inervis).
/29.
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NOTES

Dr. D.S. Mclntyre (ACT) recently returned from the University
of Wisconsin, U.S.A., where he received a Ph.D. for his work
on soil structure in relation to plant growth. He is now
soil physicist attached to the South-Eastern Regional Centre
of the Division of Soils, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra.
Mr. B. Breese (ACT), a recent graduate in Geology from
the University of Western Australia, has been appointed to the
microscopy group of the South-Eastern Regional Centre of the
Division of Soils, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra.
(ACT)
Mr. K.D. McLachlan/of the Plant Nutrition Section of the
Division of Plant Industry, C.S.I.R.O., has departed on an
overseas trip during which he will visit research centres
working on nutritional problems of soils with high fertility
in the U.K., U.S.A. and New Zealand.
Dr. J. Possingham (ACT), of the Plant Nutrition Section,
Division of Plant Industry, C.S.I.R.O., recently returned from
the Department of Agriculture, Oxford, where he received a
Ph.D. for his work over the past three years, on the effects
of iron deficiency on cell division. A Rockefeller Grant
enabled his return trip to be made via the U.S.A.
Professor C M . Donald (SA) left for Argentina early in
March, to spend three months inspecting estancias of Bovril Ltd.
Mr. E.A. Jackson (SA) moved to Alice Springs in September,
1957 and recently started another season of field work.
Mr. J. Loveday (SA) will complete his period of study at
Rothamsted later this year and is expected in Australia late
in the year.
Dr.R.J. Millington (SA) returned to Australia in February
after twelve months' study leave in England.
Mr. K.D. Nicolls (SA) has been appointed as Honorary Local
Secretary of A.N.Z.A.A.S. in Tasmania.
Mr.J.K. Powrie (NSW) took up duties as Lecturer in the
Department of Agronomy, Waite Institute, in March. He was
previously en the staff of the Agricultural Research Institute,
Wagga, NSW.
Mrs. L.E. Rogers (SA) rejoined the Division of Soils in
March after a visit overseas to U.S.A., Canada and Europe, when
she attended the International Conference of Crystallography
in Montreal, August 1957, and visited various soil and crystallographic laboratories,
/30.

- 30 Mr. R.H. Sedgeley (SA) left Adelaide in April to take up
an appointment-at Deniliquin, N.S.W., with the C.S.I.R.O.
Division of Plant Industry.
Dr. R.J. Swaby (SA) completed his tour of U.S.A. in April.
He will return to Australia later in the year.
Mr. J.K. Taylor (SA) v/ent overseas in March on a visit to
North America and Europe. He will return later in the year.
In his absence, Dr. C.G. Stephens is the Acting Chief of the
Division of Soils.
Dr. J.H. V/arcup (SA) went overseas in March for a year
of study leave to be spent in England and the U.S.A.
Mr. K.G. Tiller (SA) will leave later in the year for
twelve months' study at Cornell University, U.S.A., under a
Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship.
Mr. R.F. Isbell (Qld.), formerly soil technologist with
the Department of Agriculture and Stock,Queensland, has recently
been appointed to the staff of theC.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils,
Survey and Pedology Section. Mr. Isbell is attached to the
Brisbane Regional Centre and will be engaged in studies of
the soils of the brigalow lands.
Mr. I.F. Fergus (Qld.) has resigned from the position
of Chemist in the Plant Nutrition Section, Department of
Agriculture and Stock, and has accepted appointment to the
C.S.I.R.O. Division ofSoils. Mr. Fergus is stationed in
Brisbane as an officer of the Soil Fertility Section.
Mr. O.T. Denmead (Qld.), formerly an officer of the
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Plant Industry, stationed at Lawes, has
resigned to accept a research assistantship at Iowa State
College, Ames, Mr. Denmead left for the United States in
January and is studying climatology with particular reference
to the growth of plants.
Mr.B.J. Crack (Qld.), soil technologist of the Department
of Agriculture and Stock, has been awarded a King George VIth
Memorial Fellowship of the English Speaking Union for twelve
months' study in Soil Chemistry at Berkeley, California.
Mr. W.R. Ridley (Qld.) has recently been admitted to the
degree of Master of Science by the Council of the University
of Queensland.
Mr.C.J. de Mooy (SA) has been transferred from headquarters
of the Division of Soils to the Brisbane Regional Centre.
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Fossil Earthworm. Activity in a Krasnozem - C D . HAMILTON,
Forestry and Timber Bureau, Canberra.
Reference is commonly made to the role of soil fauna in
developing certain structural characteristics in soils. In
general, such modifications to the physical nature of soil
horizons v/ould be considered of a rather temporary kind and
it would be unlikely that such features would persist for
long periods after site corditions had changed and the fauna
eliminated.
A very interesting occurrence of evidence of past intense
soil-faunal activity was noted curing a field trip in Queensland
in 1957.
During an inspection of a hoop pine plantation at Yarraman
in South-East Queensland, some loose surface boulders were
noted and assumed to be fragments of basaltic parent rock
similar to that which had been weathered to form the krasnozem
at that point. On breaking_ the boulders it was found that the
very dense material was In fact hardened soil material. In
colour the substance was «n even, rich red (approximately
10R 4/4, Munsell) and quite similar to that of the underlying
soil. The most striking thing v/as the presence of wellpreserved evidence of eavthworc. activity in the form of
cylindrical casts, quite easily traced fcr several inches on a
freshly-broken surface. The newer casts measured from four to
ten m.ms. in diameter an"., on their surfaces, showed an
appearance similar to freshly extruded worm casts. Some casts
were rather friable but, in the main, the boulder material
was of rocklike hardness. In one or two instances empty
cylindrical channels - with some iron-oxide deposition on their
inside surfaces were noticed ~ apparently worm burrows from
which cast material had been removed. The whole of the
hardened soil seemed to be composed of material which had
been passed through worx and evidenced a very great level
of activity and a high, population in the distant past.
The vegetation 01 tie s:.te.before planting, had been a
poor type of rain forest- located near the top of a low, broad
ridge. Deposits of benlonito are a feature of this area and
the soils of the rises would be called "lateritic krasnozems".
Such evidence of "fossil" worm activity in old red loams
lends weight to the contention that some types of vescicular
laterite may have been populated \.y termites when the nowhardened material was unconsolidated soil material, since
termite burrowings would be less readily obliterated by soilforming processes than earthworm induced features.
It is hoped to examine this area, further in the near future
when additional information will be recorded. Perhaps other
members can give news of similar materials.
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The relative age of alluvial soils of the Swan Coastal Plain,
Western Australia - W.M. McARTHUR and E. BETTENAY, C.S.I.R.O.
Division of Soils, P;e_r_t h.
It has been possible, using principles of stratigraphy,
to ariange the alluvial soils of the Coastal Plain into a
relative age sequence. The various depositional layers have
been assigned tentative absolute ages ranging from Riss to
present.
It is of interest to note that analytical data on these
soils varies in an orderly way according to age and it has
been shown that, with passage of time, the following trends
occur 1. The soil colour changes from red through brown and
yellow to grey with yellow mottles due to loss of
iron and a change in hydration state. Finally, there
is segregation of iron to form concretions.
2. Differentiation in texture and colour becomes more
marked.
Z.

Potassium and phosphorus are lost,

4. Proportion of kaolinite to illite increases
gibbsite forms in the final stages,

and

5. With the change in clay mineralogy, the ion exchange
capacity of the clay fraction decreases.
6. Saturation decreases due to loss of bases,
7. Primary minerals disappear and with their break-down
the ratio of clay to silt increases.
The Occurrence of Pseudo-Lunettes in Western Australia W.M. McARTHUR and E. BETTENAY,"C.S.I.R.0. Division_o£,j$olls.,
Perth.
Lake Jandakot and Benger Swamp occur 15 and 96 miles
south of Perth respectively and are about ten miles from the
coast. In the course of soil surveys on the Sv/an Coastal Plain,
it was found that both these depressions have crescentic
accumulations of sand around their we_s_te_rn edges. These
accumulations have many of the characteristics of lunettes
but their occurrence on the western side is contrary to
expectation since the prevailing winds are from the west. It
is also contrary to previous experience in Australia where
lunettes typically form on the eastern margins of lakes
(Stephens and Crocker, 1946).
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- 33 In an effort to determine the direction of origin of the
sands comprising the ridges, samples were taken from corresponding positions on each ridge and the sands subjected to
fractionation. The results, in both cases, shov/ed that the
sand is finest in those ridges nearest the lake, This
indicates that the source of the sand is on the west and it
is therefore suggested that these are pseudo-lunettes having
accumulated around the western edges as the lakes decreased
in size. This is in accord with the prevailing westerly
wind and the clayey nature of the swales between the ridges.
The accumulations are composed entirely of sand and this
also can be taken as an indication that they have not formed
as true lunettes. Both Jandakot and Benger have fine textured
beds and it would be expected that some clayey material would
be incorporated.
There is also a small ridge around the eastern edge of
Lake Jandakot. This has a dip slope and lee slope indicating
that it was blov/n from the east and it is assumed that it
also is a pseudo-lunette having formed under the influence of
the easterly gully winds which blow strongly during the summer
months.
Reference:

Stephens, C.G., and Crocker,R.L., 1946 - Composition
and Genesis of Lunettes. Trans, Roy. Soc. S.Aust.
70: 302-12.

Soil Sampling Equipment -- G.A. STEWART, Division of L.R.R.S. ,
Canberra.
V/hile visiting the Great Plains area, U.S,A., in early
1955» the writer was highly impressed by an hydraulically
driven soil coring machine that v/as being used by some soil
survey staff. The core was taken in a tube similar to the
Veihmeyer tube with a slotted side (approx, -&- inch wide) tb
examine the core in the tube and a wider slot at the top for
removing the core. In a demonstration by a field surveyor,
this machine took a core through a red-brown earth profile
(frozen for the top 3-4 ins., and the subsoil was dry
prismatic clay), and 3 or 4 ins. into the underlying shale
in about 15 seconds. In so doing, the machine lifted the
vehicle until one of the back wheels was off the ground.
The cores can be examined in the tube through the slot
or after removal from the tube, and the soil cores can be
readily stored and transported in wooden boxes. The hydraulic
pump is driven from a power take-off and it may be rearmounted on tractors or centrally mounted in a utility.
I have now been advised that the manufacturer has foreign
/34.
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rights on the several patents involved and the machines are
available for export.
The following information has been provided by the
manufacturer v/hose address is: A.D. Bull Enterprises, 250
South 16th Street, Chickasha, Oklahoma, U.S.A.
The United States Government has purchased 116 machines,
most of them being used in the great plains area. A detailed
study from 40 machines as reported by State, Regional and
Supervisory Soil Scientists shows they increase the rate of
surveys tremendously. The average showed that benefits
amounted to a net increase of $3,608.00 worth of work using
a $4,800 per annum Soil Scientist. This figure is net and
replacement value, amortized costs, etc., were deducted.
Although the one inch core sampler is still widely used,
the two inch core sampler is gaining popularity for the
provision of cores for soil description a.nd the preparation
of monoliths.
In the preparation of monoliths, cellulose acetate dope
is applied to the soil in the tube, folded cheesecloth 2 or 3 thicknesses - placed in the open side of the tube and
left overnight. The cheesecloth is used to hold the soil
together and give rigidity to the core during transfer from
the coring tube to the mounting board. The mounting board
consists of 2 pieces of concave quarter round fitted together
to produce a semi-circular cross-section. After doping the
mounting board, the core is moved from the tube onto the
mounting board, the slotted side of the coring tube being
adjacent to the mounting board. Dope the core well and
allow to dry. When dry, an ice pick is used to pick down
the soil and reveal the structure.
An assortment of mountings is available enabling the
soil coring unit to be attached to the various kinds of
pickups, and drawbar mountings on tractors. A power take-off
is of course necessary. For the soil scientist the pick-up
is most widely used.
The soil coring unit consists of an hydraulic soil
sampler, soil coring tubes (36, 48, and 92 inch lengths)
and heat treated soil coring tips made of very tough metal.
There are two designs in coring tips ~ one for use on the
black-land clays and the other for use on sandy land (loams,
sandy loams and arid soils). The overall weight of the
machine as mounted, including coring tubes, is approximately
450 pounds, and crated for overseas shipment about 495 pounds.
Cost of the basic unit F.O.B. factory is about $960.
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Editor's Note: Complete specifications for ordering purposes,
and prices for additional tubes, can be obtained from Mr.
Stewart or from the Editor, "Soils News".

Chemical Weathering and Leaching in the Soils of the Central
Arid Zone - W.H. LITCHFIELD and R.O. SLATYER, C.S.I.R.O.,
Canberra.
Observations made during systematic traversing through
the Alice Springs region of the central arid zone have
confirmed a growing belief among cor bain pedologists
concerned with that area, that many of its soils are strongly
weathered and at least moderately leached. The use of the
leaching factor to sepaiate the 'Oesort Group", as advocated
by Prescott in a previous issue of" "Soils News", should
therefore be re-examined in the light of facts emerging from
our growing knowledge of the soils and their mineralogy in
that zone. Some illustrations of the extent and apparent
progress of weathering and leaching can now be given and should
form a basis for further detailed study.,
The red earth or its sandier equivalent invariably seems
to be the end-point in profile development in parent material
derived from the crystalline r: .-he of the area unless there
is a particularly high cale'.um, r^t IUT. . clay or moisture
supply: in these circumstances; i-no associated soil forms
are respectively calcareous sands rnd earths, profiles with
internal claypan development and sclonct-ic chemistry,
grumusolic forms, and, occasionally, yellow earths. Red
earths never contain gypsum and typically are very low in
soluble salts. Northwards of the ?:.:cdor,nell Ranges, free
carbonate rarely occurs except where it forms a substratum
derived from Cainozoic deposits or where travertine has
formed. Otherwise, it was observed only in the vicinity of
creek-lines. Absence of carbonates ic a depth of 30 ft. was
proved in an exposure in one valley-til", of red clay,.
The initial brown regosclie soil derived from crystalline
rocks usually contains ab.-.r-ctaiit ric-^
quartz and feldspar.
It has been concluded that the red ar bh develops fairly
rapidly from this profile icm
ur.<. n- oresent-day climatic
conditions.
This assessment takes ir '"0 ac joun-: both the geomorphic
position of the two soil f o r ^ an- tleir intrgrades in
floodout, outwash and contiguous landforms, and also field
observations on the mineralogieal -opposition of their
coarser particles. The mices generally have disappeared
in the red earth profile although they may remain in the red
subsoil of the intergrade forixs; the feldspars, however,
weather more slowly, However, . n old oeneplain surfaces
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- 36 derived from granite, most, if not all, the visible feldspars
disappear, leaving only quartz and sometimes secondary
concretions amongst the coarser particles.
It is of interest to compare the exchange capacity and
degree of saturation of the clays of a red earth on the
outwash plain just north of Alice Springs (rainfall about
11 ins.) with another at Katherine (rainfall 35 ins.) 800
miles north. An exchange capacity of 18.5 m.e./lOO gm. clay
in the clay of the latter, has been associated with a clay
mineral composition of 15^ free iron-oxide, 20% illite and
65$ kaolinite. A higher capacity of 34.6 m.e./lOO gm. clay
in the former suggests a higher proportion of clay minerals
with greater surface activity than the kaolin family. The
clay of the Alice Springs profile was, however, even less
saturated than that of the Katherine profile at a comparable
depth with 11% exch. H at 5-12 ins., compared with 49$ at
8-12 ins.
The field traverses were made during the spring of 1956
and the winter of 1957, when substantial falls of rain
occurred. After these falls, wetting fronts in permeable
soils were observed at depths of up to three feet, and reaching
6 feet in a slight depression in a red earth plain. It has
been shown that about 1.8 ins. are needed to raise to field
capacity, the water content of the upper two feet of the
typical red earth profile referred to above near Alice
Springs.-(compiled from bulk density and water retention
data.) There are approximately 1.5 chances of a fall of
rain of this magnitude per year and nearly half of these
can be expected to penetrate to 4 feet. Thus regular
wettings of permeable profiles are assured in this climate.
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